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Abstract

This project was initially targeted to the making of coke for blast furnaces by using

proprietary technology of Calderon in a phased approach, and Phase I was successfully

completed.  The project was then re-directed to the making of iron units.  In 2000, U.S. Steel

teamed up with Calderon for a joint effort which will last 42 months to produce directly reduced

iron with the potential of converting it into molten iron or steel consistent with the Roadmap

recommendations of 1998 prepared by the Steel Industry in cooperation with the Department

of Energy by using iron ore concentrate and coal as raw materials, both materials being

appreciably lower in cost than using iron pellets and coke. 
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Executive Summary

The commercialization path of the Calderon technology for making a feedstock for

steelmaking with assistance from DOE initially focused on making coke and work was done

which proved that the Calderon technology is capable of making good coke for hard driving

blast furnaces.  U.S. Steel which participated in such demonstration felt that the Calderon

technology would be more meaningful in lowering the costs of making steel by adapting it to

the making of iron - thus obviating the need for coke.  

U.S. Steel and Calderon teamed up to jointly work together to demonstrate that the

Calderon technology will produce in a closed system iron units from iron concentrate (ore) and

coal competitively by eliminating pelletizing, sintering, coking and blast furnace operation.  If

such process steps could be eliminated, a huge reduction in polluting emissions and

greenhouse gases (including CO2) relating to steelmaking would ensue.  Such reduction will

restructure the steel industry away from the very energy-intensive steelmaking steps currently

practiced and drastically reduce costs of making steel.  

The development of a technology to lower U.S. steelmaking costs and become globally

competitive is a priority of major importance.  Therefore, the development work which Calderon

is conducting presently under this Agreement with the U.S. Department of Energy becomes

more crucial than ever.   

During the 2nd quarter of 2005 which the present report covers, five test runs were

conducted; they numbered from #I-179 to #I-183.  In addition, analytical results were received

from U.S. Steel relating to the metallization of Calderon’s iron/carbon material produced in

Test Run #I-178, drum C, which are encouraging in view of the work that had been done by

Iscor, the largest steel company in South Africa.
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Experimental

Table 1 shows the test run numbers, the dates at which time they were started; the

length of each test, and the number of pushes of each test.  The total number of hours was

about 300 hours and the number of pushes around 3350.  The main objective of these runs

was to conduct tests of 60 hours each with experimental work to accomplish two goals:(i) work

towards the 72 hour tests at reasonably steady state with 80% metallization; and

(ii) overcoming the problem of the sliding gate sticking which was referenced in the

“Conclusion” section of the previous report.

      TABLE 1

Objectives
Test

Run #
Date

Started Duration
Number

of Pushes

Run for 80%
Metallization

    179     April 5 61 hrs: 00 mins.    700

Run for 80%
Metallization

    180     April 12 59 hrs: 00 mins.    665

Run for 80%
Metallization

    181     April 19 58 hrs: 45 mins.    659

Run for 80%
Metallization

    182     April 26 59 hrs: 45 mins.     664

Run for 80%
Metallization

    183      May 3 59 hrs: 45 mins.     664

Total number of hours - 298 hrs: 15 mins.

Total number of pushes - 3352

Total weight of ore concentrate used - 8,799 lbs.

Total weight of steam coal used - 6,285 lbs.
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Results and Discussion:

To determine the degree of metallization on the fly, the practice of grinding samples

continued as previously done and explained in previous reports; see photograph 1.  Four

samples would be taken every hour after reaching steady state (18 hrs. from ignition) and six

grinds would be performed on each sample.  The number of sparked grinds would be

considered as metallized and the number of unsparked grinds would represent the unreduced

or over-reduced material.  Table 2 shows the number of samples taken during each test run,

and the number of grinds that sparked as compared to the number of grinds that did not spark.

    TABLE 2

Test Run
Number

Number of
Samples

Sparked
Grinds

Unsparked
Grinds

Total
Grinds

% of Grinds
Metallized (Sparked)

 179       44   1019      133   1152           88.45%

 180       40    772      188    960           80.42%

 181       40    873      130   1003           87.04%

 182       40    824      111    935           88.12%

 183       42    840      158    998           84.17%

Test Run #179 was conducted the same as Test Run #178.  In order to increase metallization

the dwell time of Test Run #180 was lengthened.  This change developed pushing problems

by virtue of material sticking again.  During test #180 at push #98 the pushing pressure started

rising more than normal which is between 80 psi and 300 psi; it registered a pushing pressure

of 625 psi.  At push #100 it registered at 615 psi and at push #120, it registered at 980 psi; at

push #131, it registered at 249 psi, at push #164 it registered at 810 psi; it continued

fluctuating abnormally until it stalled at push 263.  The lance was moved out to home position

to give relief, this did not help.  The material at the discharge was poked to get it unstuck.
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After several tries the material at the discharge end of the reactor was loosened and the ram

of the pusher began functioning again.  It was concluded that the dwell time of the lance within

the core which had been lengthened in an attempt to improve metallization in the reactor, was

the cause for the aggravated sticking experienced since no other change was made between

Test Run #I-179 and #I-180.  The dwell time was reset as that of Test Run #179 and testing

resumed normally.  There was a loss of 55 minutes to the operation.  Following the sticking

problem the rest of Test Run #I-180 operated smoothly until shut down.  Test Run #181, #182,

and #183 were uneventful and were shut down on schedule.  

The problem experienced with the gate sticking which was reported in the previous

report was corrected by introducing in the practice that every ten minutes the sliding gate be

cracked-open 3" inches and immediately shut in order to break-up any build-up between the

gate itself and the housing within which it is contained.  This small change proved to be

effective during the five runs.

The results of the material sent to U.S. Steel, Drum “C” from Test Run #178, were

received and the metallization was determined to be a composite average of 56.3% after five

crushings; see Exhibit 1 attached.   In view of the due diligence work done by Calderon 56.3%

metallization is no cause for discouragement.

To secure intellectual property protection Calderon filed for patent protection for its

technology for making iron in many countries including South Africa; a patent was recently

granted to Calderon from South Africa; see Exhibit 2 attached.  The U.S. patent had been

granted in 2002.

In 1995 a U.S. patent was issued to Mr. Fourie bearing No. 5,411,570 for a steelmaking

process which was assigned to Iscor, the largest steelmaker in South Africa.  Iscor is the
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owner of the “IFCON” technology to make steel direct.  In Fourie’s patent a portion of which

is attached and marked Exhibit 3, it is disclosed on line 65, Column 5, an example (denoted

by “Example III (Without Hot Metal)) that the charging of 87 tonnes of hot (700oC) 65%

metallized sponge iron and 20 tonnes of cold scrap metal and the furnace operated at a power

rating below 30MW to produce more than 90 tonnes of steel/hour; it is to be noted that lines

13 through 18 (Column 6), Exhibit 3, page 2 states the following: “It can be seen that although

the lower metallization of the sponge iron of this example compared to that of Example II

allows much higher production rates in the shaft furnace producing the sponge iron, it does

not significantly alter the production rate or treatment cost for the process performed in

furnace 10.”  By adding 700oC to 87 tonnes of 65% metallized sponge iron, Iscor was capable

of replacing 83 tonnes of 91% metallized sponge iron (see lines 48 and 49, Column 5).

Based on the numbers of Iscor, Calderon estimates that its material metallized to 56%

would require 88.38 tonnes of material at a temperature of 942oC to make 90 tonnes of steel

per hour.  Calderon is capable of delivering hot material at 1000oC without difficulty; see

photograph 2. 

Conclusion

In view of these findings, Calderon has requested a meeting with U.S. Steel to explore

the possibility of venturing with Iscor by virtue that it has a technology and Calderon has a

technology, in both the U.S. and in South Africa, and these technologies appear to be

complimentary to each other.  Such an approach will get DOE’s Program of making feedstocks

for steelmaking off-dead-center and produce hot metal based on low cost ore concentrate and

cheap steam coal consistent with the 1998 Steel Industry Technology Roadmap, page 11,  and
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also, consistent with the potential benefits outlined in the last two paragraphs of page 754

(Exhibit 4) of the “The Making, Shaping and Treating of Steel,11th Edition, Steelmaking and

Refining Volume”.

Submitted by:

Albert Calderon
Project Director

References - 

U.S. Patent No. 5,411,570 - Issued to Fourie, Assigned to Iscor

U.S. Patent No. 6,409,790B1 - Issued to Calderon, Assigned to Calderon Energy

South African Patent WO 02/075002 A1, Assigned to Calderon Energy

“The Making, Shaping and Treating of Steel,11th Edition, 
 Steelmaking and Refining Volume”, Page 754
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Clark Analytical Chemistry Lab     05/10/2005
4000 Tech Center Drive  
Monroeville , PA 15146    

Phone: (412) 825-2400 Fax: (412) 825-2407

Report of Test Results
Crawford - Calderon                                                        

Contact: Crawford/Rohaus               Tracking Sheet Number: 05-02725
Address: Crawford/Rohaus                         

U.S. Steel Technical Center             
Customer P.O. Number: 345585              

Cost Center - 4701                      
Date Received: 04/21/2005

MS A-60                                 

Final

Test Name Test Method Analyte Result Units
Test
Date

Sample No: 0510511 Customer ID: 2005-00-0003 #1                                                            

wt. % 05/05Major Oxides (XRF)  SiO2                                         10.46       13-014/13-010  

wt. % 05/05Al2O3                                        4.45        13-014/13-010  

wt. % 05/05CaO                                          1.81        13-014/13-010  

wt. % 05/05MgO                                          2.56        13-014/13-010  

wt. % 05/05Minor Oxides (XRF)  MnO                                          0.32        13-014/13-010  

wt. % 05/05COI                 Change on Ignition                           + 4.94        13-016              

g     05/05Sample Preparation  Passing 100 mesh                             116.15      

g     05/05Retained on 100 mesh                         17.23       

wt. % 04/28Iron, metallic      Metallic Iron                                26.27       14-006              

wt. % 04/28Total Fe (wet chem) Total Iron                                   62.67       14-017              

wt. % 05/05Carbon & Sulfur     Carbon                                       9.76        E1019               

wt. % 05/05Sulfur                                       0.40        E1019               

50 05- 20 T T F F F F F W1

Sample No: 0510512 Customer ID: 2005-00-0003 #2                                                            

wt. % 05/05Major Oxides (XRF)  SiO2                                         12.30       13-014/13-010  

wt. % 05/05Al2O3                                        5.26        13-014/13-010  

wt. % 05/05CaO                                          1.94        13-014/13-010  

wt. % 05/05MgO                                          2.99        13-014/13-010  

wt. % 05/05Minor Oxides (XRF)  MnO                                          0.35        13-014/13-010  

wt. % 05/05COI                 Change on Ignition                           + 13.80       13-016              

g     05/05Sample Preparation  Passing 100 mesh                             88.23       

g     05/05Retained on 100 mesh                         110.73      

wt. % 04/28Iron, metallic      Metallic Iron                                34.31       14-006              
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Test Name Test Method Analyte Result Units
Test
Date

Sample No: 0510512 Customer ID: 2005-00-0003 #2                                                            

wt. % 04/29Total Fe (wet chem) Total Iron                                   71.26       14-017              

wt. % 05/05Carbon & Sulfur     Carbon                                       2.87        E1019               

wt. % 05/05Sulfur                                       0.45        E1019               

50 05- 20 T T F F F F F W1

This report shall not be reproduced except in full, without the written approval of Clark Laboratories.

Approved By: Date:

end of report
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Calderon Data Sheet 4/8/05

Drum ID Run I-178 Drum C
Drum Weight 32.96
Product Weight 351.33

After First Crush
Plus 1/4 Inch Weight 290.65
Minus 1/4 Inch Weight 59.87
Uncrushable 0.0
Total 350.52

After Second Crush
Plus 1/4 Inch Weight 148.88
Minus 1/4 Inch Weight 200.61
Uncrushable 0.15
Total 349.64

After Third Crush
Plus 1/4 Inch Weight 93.32
Minus 1/4 Inch Weight 256.22
Uncrushable 0.15
Total 349.69

After Fourth Crush
Plus 1/4 Inch Weight 61.76
Minus 1/4 Inch Weight 287.63
Uncrushable 0.15
Total 349.54

After Fifth Crush
Plus 1/4 Inch Weight 46.86
Minus 1/4 Inch Weight 302.47
Uncrushable 0.15
Total 349.48

Sample was crushed in the big jaw crusher for the first  crusher
The second third fourth and fifth crush was in the small jaw crusher

Patty Ballard
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Apr-05
.

Run I -178 Drum C Weight, lb. %
Uncrushable 0.15 0.04

+1/4 Inch 46.86 13.41
- 1/4 Inch 302.47 86.55

Total 349.48 100.00
 

Uncrushable*  *Chemistry Assumed to be that of Feb 18, 2003  Test 
Fe Total 95.60
Fe Met** 95.60

  (**assumed all metallic)
C 0.022
S 0.514

+ 1/4 Inch +100 Mesh -100 Mesh Composite
% 44.30 55.70 100.00

Fe Total 95.60 71.26 82.04
Fe Met 95.60 34.31 61.46

C 0.022 2.870 1.608
S 0.514 0.450 0.478

- 1/4 Inch +100 Mesh -100 Mesh Composite
% 13.00 87.00 100.00

Fe Total 95.60 62.67 66.95
Fe Met 95.60 26.27 35.28

C 0.022 9.760 8.494
S 0.514 0.400 0.415

Overall
Wt. Fraction, % Fe Total Fe Met % Met C S

Uncrushable 0.04 95.60 95.60 100.00 0.022 0.514
+1/4 Inch 13.41 82.04 61.46 74.9 1.608 0.478
- 1/4 Inch 86.55 66.95 35.28 52.7 8.494 0.415

Composite 100.00 68.99 38.82 56.3 7.57 0.42
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